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THE FRAKC ZONE

Monetary zones are generally born of economic crises, wars or their

consequences, during periods of monetary instability or of balance of payment

difficulties.

In such circumstances they have enabled economic solidarity between

member countries to be strengthened and communities of interest to be

established which have, in a somewhat emperical way, benefited the group

in relation to the outside world.

At this first stage of their development monetary zones could be

defined as a combination of several elements:

- a fixed parity between the various currencies of the franc zone and

the leading currency,

- freedom of transfer within the zone,

- a pooling of resources in gold or foreign currencies,

- joint regulation or at least harmonization of exchanges.

These systems have at the outset necessarily borne a very authoritarian

and centralized character, in the same way as any monetary and exchange system

in any country experiencing balance of payment difficulties. But they have

rapidly evolved - particularly in parallel with the political and economic

emancipation of the dependent countries and the progressive return of the

leading currencies to convertibility - towards a much more elastic regime,

contractual and purely voluntary in character, with the monetary zones

tending to become simply zones of monetary co-operation of a purely fun

ctional kind, based on habits, on definite practical interests, and on the

real influence of a substantial currency and a large financial market.
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The Franc Zone, too, has been subject to this evolution, it is very

obviously moving away to-day from the theoretical pattern and is no longer

in any way an element in directing economic and exchange development

The very centralized conception of the Franc Zone was explained by th<

economic and political circumstances prevailing from 1^5 until the African

countries gained independence.

From 1958 onwards, and under cover of the strengthening of the franc

on foreign exchanges and the economic recovery of France in the world, an

evolution towards a contractual and decentralized conception became gradually

evident in the internal structures of the Franc Zone and in member countries'

relations with the outside world.

The Franc Zone is no longer the very homegeneous whole, with relatively

simple structures, which the group of countries under French sovereignly

constituted until they became independent.

The manner of adhesion of each of the member States of the monetary

zone is now defined by multilateral or bilateral agreements whose provisions

are adapted to the particular situation of each State.

In its internal aspects, then, the Franc Zone excludes neither a

plurality of currencies and banks of issue nor-certain exceptions to the

internal freedom of transfer, justified by difficulties, either structural

or temporary, experienced by the overseas economies.

Unity of monetary policy was formerly fully assured by the use of the
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same unit of currency and strict control of issues: with the exception of

Indochina and the Indian establishments, the French Territories and protec

torates used the French franc as their unit of currency, while possessing

their own banks of issue: the French Treasury played a direct part in assuring

the established panties by a system of advances idthout legal limit - the

system of the "operations account" - which was put into general use after

the 1939 - 45 war. .

In their systems of issue, the countries and Territories which today form

the Franc Zone can be classified in four categories:

- France and the Overseas Departments and Territories released from

- The 12 African and Malagasy States whose Issuing Banks b-nefit from

the System of the "operations account".

- Those States - Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria, Mali and finally Guinea -

whose issues of currency are not guaranteed by France but which never

theless preserve privileged currency relations with it,

- Two countries with a particular international states: Monaco and

the New Hebride.

Leaving out the countries and territories in the first category (for

which France assumes particular responsibility and directly or indirectly

covers their issues) and those of the fourth (whose systems have only a

1/ Excluding the French Soiaali coast, whose currency, the Djibouti Franc,

is fixed in relation to the dollar.
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very limited application) there are two great monetary systems existing

side within the Franc Zone.

fa) The svstem of the "operation account"

This is the one which most completely assures the convertibility of the

currencies of the Zone i the French Treasury concludes with the issuing bank

an agreement providing for the opening ox what is called an'"operating

' account" in the name of the issuing bank, in the Treasury books and fun

ctions proceed as follows:

~ the issuing "bank- -.dspuaiis in-the. account all^its- asailable niekropglita

francs, (as a general rule) all or nearly all its external credits, with the

exception of a Treasury float kept in the bank,

- the French Treasury undertakes for its part to furnish the issuing

bank with all the requirements of metropolitan francs it may need; in this

way, if the amounts standing to the credit of the account become exhausted,

the account can beco.ie a debit account without limitation.

This system thus assures freedom of transfer without limitation between

the various countries of the French Zone and thus frees the beneficiary

countries from the need to preserve their balance of payments within the

zone: the guarantee granted by the French Treasury has generally no need

to come into effective action in order to produce results: the confidence

which it creates or maintains is sufficient to fix or to attract new

investments and to facilitate favourable economic and financial moves.

It is obvious that the grant of such an advantage presupposes that the

French Treasury for its part obtains solid guarantees of good financial
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practice: that is why the Treasury has always tied the opening of an

operations account to its own participation in the management cf the

interested issuing bank.

For some years this intervention has taken the form of representation

of France in the governing council together with representatives of the

interested states. , .:

Two categories of issuing banks benefit from this system of the operat

ing account.

Multi-national establishments whose zone of issue covers several states.

That is the case with the Central Bank of the West African states (B.C.E.A.O.)

which cfnprises Mauritania, Senegal, the Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Dahomey,

and Niger, and also with the Central Bank of the states of Equatorial Africa

.nd Cameroun (B.CE.A.E.Q. j which includes ftonge (Brazzaville), the

Central African Republic, Chad, Gabon and Cameroun.

These institutions were se"fc up in 3-955 but successive reforms have

brfught a progressive evolutifn within the framework of the independence

of the African states#

C^uite recently the structure of the B,C.E.A#C. has been modified in

tiiis way: agreements signed on 12 May 1962 created l. West African currency

Uni«n between six West African states and fixed the methods for currency

Cf-operation between this currency uni»n and France.l_i.

This reform has two main characteristicsi

provisionally entrusting that body with the issue of currency in
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1. It lays the legal and political basis for the West African currency:

- the B.C.E.^.O. becomes a public establishment by international law,

- the currency union is institutionalized and directed by a "Council

of the Currency Union"

- the currency, the "Franc de la Communaute Financiere Africaine"

(Franc CF.) becom,s a currency unit defined by the states and France.

2. It brings to the functioning of the currency institutions'marked opera-

tions:

•the Council of Administration comprises a new balance of powers

It is more African: previously of halX-and-half composition, it henceforth

comprises one third French administrators and two thirds African adiainis-

trators, from among whom the Chairman is chosen,'

-national currency committees are set up in each of the states.
. ■•.■■♦■■■ •-

The Council having as its principal task the establishment' of gen^fl.' rules

for credit operations and for ceilings for recount, the ratiom/cu^

committees enjoy considerably autonomy in the matter'of credit "operations,'

particularly in admitting effects for rediscount.

Among the other innovations may be mentioned;

- the fact that the national Treasuries may henceforth obtain advances,

for fixed periods and amounts, advances from the Centr. 1 Bank,

- and facilities, thanks to discreet individualisaiicm of the bank

notes, for establishing the particular-circumstances of each'state'; as"well

as the nature and volume of 'the ^tuaV'circu'lation of currency.' i. .

Taken as a whole, however, for the States enclosed within the 'iLion,

the reform has not fundamentally altered their currency regime., which is
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+ • a bv ttrfr belling to Ac Franc Zone and by the ***>*?
.tUl charactered by their g p _,

^ted .^rantoo^^y *a ***** Treasury to fa.

For L part the B.C.K..-.K.C, has been Pursuing progresSively, an, even

Parting before the B.C.^.O., a similar path of action.

Xhe five States of Senatorial Africa are also under the regi.e of a

_ency union. The Council of ministration, with haif-and-half co.po-

IL, haS set up within itself decentralized coatee, to which have ^
Mp to those of the Council of the B.C.E.^C to

delegated powers comparable to those 01

« ,f-ir^ of individual States (Cameroun, Gabon) or of
keep watch over the ai^xr, oi maxv

the group of three States Congo, C.iJU and Chad. ...

4 a national Ban, or Issue whose .one of issue covers onlv a s.ngle

State: the Malagasy Bank of Issue.

The Ban^ue de ,.dagaScar et des Co.ores transferred its issuing pr^le

t0 this Ban,, official!, set up in ,Pril 1«. *» accordance with the agree-

m6nt on France-Malagasy co-operation of 2^une I960.
The MadagaSoar Ban, of Issue has also reached an agreement on an

■■operations account" with the French Treasury: it therefore issues, in the

same way as the multinational Xnstitutea pre.iou.ly desert, a—

^aranteed by France. The Council of Ministration is of half-and-half

correspond to very similar standards.

■ The current issued by this Ban, was, unti, Au^t 1963, the «

franc. Since that date the national currency has borne the name of the

Lii 1+413 remaining defined by the same parity as
Madagascar Franc, whxle still romaimnB

fixed in relation to the French franc.
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The mechanisms of automatic convertibility presented by the

"operating a.cou^ being inseparable from thelnotitutional ^ ^^

^ance a participant in the aaaag^t of the' currency, certain of the

dependant States of the Franc Zone have preyed to ass^e sole eharge of
their own issues.

The issuing Banks of these countries have t,3rierally mde with the ■

Bank of France or the French Treasury direct arrangements of a technical

character which ,,y include treasury facilities on the part of France but,

i* oontra-distinction to what happen under the regime of an operation,

account, tl.ese facilities are lifted ln „, and duratlon>

ThiS is the regime at present i, force in ^^ ^^ ^^

Mali, and Guinea.

Ml these states manage their Eoney with complete autonony: France has

no participation in the capitaf of the centra ,ankE and no seat on • .ir

co^cils of -i^tta, t.e national c_enOy authoritles contrQl ^

—e and alone conduct the policy of credit ^ -£st rateSs ceil±ngd ^

rediscount, State advances etc.).

The adherent of «,S( countries tc the Franc Zone in the currency ' .

Tield U charactered however by the IDaintenance of severa! co^on aspects-

- the parity of their currencies ie defined in relation to the franc,
eith i i

anc,

either in in^a+lonal agr&6ments „ ,, , ^^ ^ ^ ^^

of the. position: this is a fixed parity analogous to that of the currencies
issued with the Treasury guarantee,

- the reserves of the Banks of issue are, at least in part, stained
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in French ffanes and financial operations with foreign countries are to a

large extent conducted through the medium of the Paris exchanges,

the accounts held by residents of these countries in France are

"interior accounts" whose methods of functioning are very elastic and allow

for complete freedom of transfer from France to any country of the Zone.

In principle all transfers within the Zone are unrestricted, whatever

the amount, nature and destination.

,11 fese trnasfers are carried out on the basis of fixed parities which

.ensure the convertibility of any currency at any time into any other in the

Zone, without having to suffer day-to-day variations in a market.

Every day the exchange is open, the official gazette of the French

Republic publishes as a supplement to the exchange quotations the parity

in French francs of each of these currencies in a special table reserved for

the currencies of the Franc Zone.

Tunisian Dinar s 11.75

Moroccan Dirham : 0.97

• - , ' 100 CKk francs : 2

100 Madagascar francs : 2

100 GFP francs 5,5

Although tho7 do not appear in this table the Mali franc and the

Guinea franc, whose parities have not been defined in a bilateral agreement,

are nevertheless considered by France to be on a par with the GPA franc.

This stability of exchange relations between the Zone currencies is

chiefly - given the financial, monetary and trade relations between all
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these countries and the insufficient economic development of most of

thorn - a ratter of practical necessity. This stability has sometimes been

infringed in the past^but carets fences have made it desirable to re

establish it rapidly.

The system of unlimited internal convertibility implies that the

residents of a- country of the Zone have the benefits in any other country

of the Zone of "l^mal- acoounts who3e optrations ^ ^^^ ^

debit and creait for «*y settlement within-tho Zone.

The application of ^SQ principles is completely respected in

France's relations with all other countries of the Franc Zone: there is no

restriction or control over transfers from-Franco to other member countries,

internal convertibility is also compete in all financial relations

which the states attached to a bank of issue enjoying an operations account

maintain with Francs and with the other member Countries.

2/ The International Monetary Fund ouotes in it
relations^ezistl^botHeen the currencies of
it c.ys o,. the Tunisian Dinar: "The officia

+1, i,

FrLcT

r
es are set daily by the

on tho

2/ The proforential character of this transfer system has
diminished m recent years with the return of fuU con
franc for all current transactions with toW

■. of the stctutes of the Dff) but it is still very ma
mlch concerns the movement of capital*
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On the other hand certain restrictions have-had to be brought in by

those states which have assumed responsibility for their own currencies.

Balance of.payment difficulties have appeared which have forced these states

to apply in the financial transactions within the Zone a more or less

severe degree of-management of exchange rates. £$ c. general rule, however,

the system applying to transfers to other countries of the Franc Zone is, in

fact or by law, more favourable than that applying to transactions with the

rest of the. world*

The external as/o_ects.

In their financial relations with the outside world, the member countries

of the Franc Zone apply a management of exchange rates which, though not

uniform, is harmonized, broadly inspired hy the French control system.

Bearing in mind the inequality of economic development of the member

states, the regulations applied overseas are generally more restrictive than

in France - particularly as regards movement of capital - but the spirit behind

the regulations remains fundamentally the same.

For their international settlements the member countries have available

in the framework of the currency Zone:a large market and means of payment in

foreign currency

The Franc Zone provides a central exchange narket on which all financial

operations with.foreign countries may be negotiated. The principal foreign

currencies are quoted and handled there every day in large amounts.

The currencies1 of the member countries of the Zone-are also quoted

(as we recalled earlier) and benefit, by the fixed parities- which tie them
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to the lading currency, froE the high staadlng ^ tfce ^ ^ ^.^

for several years on the international currency ^rlcet: they have no other

international marl:et on *ieh direct conversions into foreign currencies can
be jaa

Speed and security are assured for transactions by a well-developed

banking and exchange organization whose international ratifications daily

increase its effectiveness. The volune of transactions grows with the

developing use of the franc an accounting and Payments currency in trade

agreements and financial operations.

The use of the Paris exchange narket is, however, uneven aSong the

member countries of the Franc Zone.

(i) Those states whose Bank of Issue is linked to the French Treasury

by an agreement on an operations account carry out all their transactions in

foreign currency by means of the central ;3£rket of the Franc Zone. This

principle is moreover recalled in the agreements on co-operation in currency

and financial matters reached between France and these stateS, and serves as a

counterpart of the guarantees given by France to ensure cover for transfers :

within the. 2rae aad in ,elation to the outside world. All foreign exchange

received by the residents of these countries has to be surrendered on the

central exchanee n^rket: all the foreign currency necessary for external

payments is bought on the saac nar,et (of ^ I: fiance sheet of the

B.C.A.O. and Annex II: The situation in the franc creaits of three

Banks of Issue).

(ii) The st,tes which aesumo the entire responsibility for their

currency adePt va^ous polices. Hot boinE generally iiaied to Fra.ce by
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agreements on co-operation, they can choose whether to carry out their

exchange operations on the Paris market or in foreign markets.

In fact, for convenience and because their own currency is quoted

only on the central market of the Franc Zone, they also make very large use of

the Paris market for their current transactions.

In both cases the bankers operating on the Paris market for and on

behalf of their correspondents overseas carry out operations automatically,

both buying and selling without even having to verify the nature of the

operation which has formed the object of the transaction. These bankers

have moreover often no need even to know the individual transactions involved,

their local correspondents being used to handling the relevant steps. These

are in fact nothing but balances established on the market in Paris.

y of foreign currency

The centralisation of foreign exchange resources of the Franc Zone

resulting solely from the functioning of the exchange market, the expression

"common fund" or "pool" of foreign exchange is not appropriate. The exchange

stabilization fund does not centralize all the resources in foreign exchange;

the funds available to the market are considerable and the function of the

fund is limited, to providing the counterpart to the net balances at a

given time on the market in Paris (buying all the excess exchange offered on

the market or selling all the exchange to cover unsatisfied dercands).

The foreign exchange market must therefore constitute a source of supply

sufficient to satisfy the needs of all the countries of the Zone at any given

No monetary mechanism has in fact been created to restrict liberty
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of access by these countries to the market.

The mechanism of the accounts with drawing rights must not be mis

interpreted in this respect: for any country under consideration the account

with drawing rights simply register3 all lts roceipts and ^^ on

foreign accounts: this account is credited with all the sales and debited

with all the purchases of foreign exchange on the market on the accounts of

its residents. The position of the account therefore corresponds to the

accumulated balance of pfcjfet. with the outside world from the date of itr

opening: the indications which it furnishes have grcat sfetistioal ^

but have hitherto not been taten into account in the spirit of existing

agreements with a view to any possible limitation of the supply of

foreign exchange to certain member countries.

Indeed, certain countries of the Zone have found themselves'rapidly '.

becoming debtors on the drawing account because of the structure of their

external trade or exceptional economic difficulties.

Thus the greatest part of the exports of several West African countries

consists of the sale of groundnuts, coffee, and bananas which, when not

Placed on the international market, have been assured of a regular outlet

in France at particularly advantageous prices. These exports, paid for in

^ancs, provide no receipts for the drawing account which, on the contrary, is

debited with all tne purchases of foreign exchange nade by these countries

accounts of these countries necessarily show an increasing deficit, but

having regard to the spirit of co-op.ration prevailing within the Franc Zone,

it has not been considered hitherto that this could constitute a sufficient
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native to- restrict the right of these countries to procure foreign exchange

on the Paris market in order to cover their essential needs.

As. a result all the countries of the Franc Zone, whatever methods in

practices of their adherence to a system,which after all constitutes a Zone

of currency co-operation, the-franc credits of the issuing banks are in

fact entirely convertible: free use is made of the exchange raarket accord

ing to the needs expressed and the real opportunities for financing in

local currency*

tt. Thn rievsloment of commerce

The adherence of numerous African states to the Franc Zone could in

no way constitute a brake on the development of their trade vUIi the out

side world and particularly « as has sometimes been claimed - of ir.tra-

4frican trade. It may on the contrary Tje stated that tho multilateral

me^anisras and payment facilities offered by the currency zone are likely

to favour - and in fact do. favour - tommerce with the outside world*

These states are today masters of their external|commercial policy

ana have already considerably diversified their trade..

The appreciation of imports needs and the method;: -j;,1 -ranting foreign

currency are today the responsibility, solely of the national authorities.

It is they who lay their external trade.services, ' - make provision

for and work out the details of the import programme and sonetiuios .cfebermine

the quotas. It is they who grant licences and have ■ sol., responsibility, for

the distribution of the quotas, ■ ;• .. .;-•

The foreign ejec^gg offices, which serve as checkers in this field,
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intervene only in order to verify for commercial operations the grants of"

licences forspecific quantities. For running invisible operations the

bankers have the benefit of a large number of foreign exchange offices which

are themselves from then on transferred to the state author:

This responsibility of the state authorities is necessarily accompanied

by freedom of negotiation in external trade.

The agreements on co-operation concluded between France and the African

and Malagasy states leave to the latter the most complete freedom to

negotiate and sign commercial agreements with any state whether or not i«t

belO.ngs to the Zone,

This facility has not remained mere theory; the African and Malagasy

st-.tes of the Franc. Zone concluded in 1962 morc than 60 commercial agreements

with the most varied partners. Foe example one of them made bilateral

arrangements with the United'States, Italy, Switzerland, Germany,. Denmark,

the USSR, Poland, Jugoslavia, Bulgaria', and Sierra Leone. ■ Another signed-

agreements with Japan,. Nationalist China, India, Pakistan, Denmark, Sweden,

Germany, and the UuR#- This tendency -to include trade agreenents was

accentuated further at the beginning ef 1963, notably with the progressive

placing of new diplomatic representations in foreign countries and the

training of specialists in economic problems-.

Thgse two examples show how wide is the range of -partners selected:

the African states of the Franc Zone are, it is clear, establishing commer

cial contacts wi^h all countries or the world.

These states are equally rovers of thei-r own policy oi quotas and
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tariffs, which provides both an instrument for the protection of.their

development economy end the means of directing the currents of trade. -The

OO-operition agreements with France uniformly provide that these states

can, "in order to protect their nascent industries, establish custoras duties

on goods originating in or coming from France..." „

The- evolution of the structure of their external trade in the course

of the last few years shows, moreover, that the currents of trade have

already become widely diversified outside the Franc Zone.

s c«4.i4-4«+■*««i a*+.e Mn *>tfl pHml.utJ.aD of trade

This evolution involves both exports and imports and marks a progressive

falling-off in the part played by France and the other countries of the

Franc Zone in the external- trade of the African countries to the advantage

of the countries of the European Economic .Community a-nd other foreign countries

Since before the African States became independent, France's foreign trade

has been developing more rapidly than the Franc Zone's internal trade. This

tendency was accentuated from 1953 onwards under the double influence of

the political independence recently acquired in Africa and an economic

policy marked by the freeing of trade and the return to convertibility.

The part played by France in the exports of the ISrican and Malagasy

States has shrunk continuously. It is considerably less than it was when

these countries gained independence and the evolution seems likely to go on

61.5$:
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This evolution appears to be due to:

- more active projecting of foreign mrketa, particularly- for tropical

products and timber,

Zone.

development of new products (ores) for markets outside the Franc'

be stressed that although exports to France in 1963

were still a lar^e proportion of the total exports of certain countries

(Senegal S&, Ivory Coast $0%, Madagascar 54*, Caneroun 60%) that fact is

explained b/ the maintenance of guaranteed prices and outlets on the French

market for numerous agricultural products: ground-nuts, coffee, oleaginous

products, bananas and cotton. Moreover, in 1962 the excess prices paid when

these articles were imported into France still represented considerable

assistance. However, this assistance given by the French consumer indirectly

to the African producer is bound to diminish because effect of the Agreement

on Association with the Common Haricot will tend to substitute for it fina

ncial compensations aii^ed at diversifying African agricultural production.

This factor vill v^f probably bring with it an accentuation - which some

think desirable - of the tendency towards an overall reduction in the part

played by France in the o::port trade of the African countries associated

with the E.E.G.

However, the scue process can bo seen in the case of Morocco. France's

share in Moroccan exports shrank continuously from 1956 to 1961.

I960 1 1262

52.456 4.9,6%
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Tunisian uxport.: to Franco remain tied to the catlet which certain

agricultural products have, for traditional reasons, on theFrench market

(wine, olive oil, hard wheat). The situation in this respect has not

evolved in any practical way since 1959:

1961 1262

53-5%

Similarly Franco's part in the imports oi the African and Malagasy

States has diminished throughout recent years.

1252 1261

64.8%

These overall figures, however, cover very varied individual situations

in spite of a uniform monetary regimer

The tendency has beon for a regular reduction of tho preponderant part

played by France in Host Africa aa& in Cameroun.for the last four or five

years;

West African states

73.5?

Cameroun

ri2.%

1222

60-856

DO %

1961

54.7%

On the other hand? French exports to tho states of Equatorial Africa

and. Iladagascar (considerably less in scale) seoia for the moment to have



ANNEX I

Central Bank of the West African States

B»leaQo->ehaei; on Jul'x1
(millions of CPA francs)

LIABILITIES

- Notes and coin in circulation

— Outstanding current accounts

- banks, foreign financial institutions

- "banks and foreign institutions of West Africa

- West-African Treasuries

- other West-African deposits

- Outstanding transfers

Sight liabilities

- Portfolio investments of West-African Treasuries

- Capital

- Order accounts and various

TOTAL

45 375

1 713

267

720

620

106

47 266

7 371

2 400

2 390

■59 427

ASSETS

Funds available at sight

(a) notes and coin

Cb) correspondents
(c) French Treasury (operations account)

International Monetary Fund

Various foreign claims

Portfolio investments of West-African Treasuries

Claims on the banking system

(a) short-term advances

p"b) rediscount on effects, short-term
c) rediscount on effects, medium-term
d) rediscount on guaranteed obligations

e) operations on Treasury bills

Claims on public Treasuries

(a,) 'guaranteed discounts etc.
(b) uncovered in current accounts
(c) current account, postal

Funds available from the zone of issue

Participations

Fixed and movable assets

Order accounts and various

25 263

25 009

1 543

7 371

20 501

TOTAL

18

2

1

1

1

1

59

101

400

676

144

515

17

2

195

494

392

427



ANNEX II

s as

i French Treasury.

The movements of the franc assets of the Banks of
general balance of the interested countries' balance of

I - Zone of issue of fhs r.^n+.-nvt -n™ir ^-p 4.-u.~ t.t.._._,_ ,-. „ .

■ 2.

eflect the

(millions

Assets at the end of period

Variations during period

2 - Zone of ismies nf ±hn no»

197 353

+139 + ^ +

the States o and Cameroun
VaJ Equatorial Africa

Total assets in francs at end of period 51 74 91 102 -] 2? ,

Variations during period + 9 + 23 + 17 + 11 + 25 -35 +'46
(b) Cameroun

Total franc assets at end of period 22 44 27 69 55 5(

Variations during period - 21 -f- 22 - 17 + 42 - 14 _ 5 + 34

since 1962)

Total franc assets at the end of period + 34-33-32-25-40-7 +15o.

Variations during period + 10 - 67 4- 1 4- 7 - 15 _ 33 +16

r the national treasuries generally placed in Paris should however
i into account, although the transfer is not always effected bv
operating account (see Annex I). °Xea Dy

°f th0 Malasasy Bank of
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! 3 257 !3 242,3 ! 3 023,2 !! 2 678,9 }-2 682,4 ! 2.589J1

Without Cameroun \ 2 848,5

Overall foreign tra^le
total of the U.DE.'36 337

■2 819,8 ; 2 624,5 ]] 2 021,9 \2 069 2 089

'39 721 '23 951 $7 179 "30 762

^* U.D.E.: Union Douaniere Equatoriale (Equatorial Customs Union) comprising
four cr_mtries of the Franc Zone: Congo (Brazaville), Central African
Republ:. , Chad and Gabon.




